General Product Information:

Item no: MY5005ML
Item class: Monterey Mosaic Chandelier
Base material:
Finish: Malaga
Finish description: Dark bronze base with gold accents and semi gloss finish
Item description: The lovely mosaic design on the glass shades is made from genuine pen shell, bringing the beauty of nature into your home. The playful curls of the metal body add a whimsical element to the overall style. Its looks as wonderful in a beach house as it does in a modern loft.

Suggested room(s):
Energy Star rated: No

Dimensional Information:

Height(H): 28.50 *
Length(L):
Diameter(D):
Width(W): 25.00 *
Depth(Dp): 25.00 *
Extension(Ext):
Net weight: 19.00 lbs.
Canopy/backplate: D5° CANOPY

ADA compliant: No
Listed Mark: Yes
Listed Mark Rated: Incandescent DRY ONLY for:
Instruction sheet:

Electrical Information:

Bulb Type: A19 MED / alt. CFL SPIRAL, Wattage: 100, Bulb Qty: 5, Bulb Supplied: No, Switch Type: None, Wire Length: 12 Feet, Voltage: 120vAC

Shade Information:

Mounting Hardware:

(1) GEM STRAP OR (1) "UNIVERSAL" CROSSBAR WITH LANYARD OPENING, (1) GROUND SCREW, 8-32 x 3/8", GREEN, (1) NIPPLE, 1/8 IPS (PROPER LENGTH FOR CANOPY), (2) LOCKNUT, HEX 1/8 IPS, (2) LOCKWASHER, STAR 1/8 IPS, (1) CEILING CANOPY (STYLE DEPENDS ON DESIGN), (1) CHAIN LOOP, 1/8 IPS, (1) CHAIN LOOP LOCK RING

Replacement Parts Information:

Part No: 15005MLMY - BASE MALAGA MY5005ML Qty: 1 | Part No: 9123KIT - MTG HDWR MALAGA 5.25° D Ctr:1 | Part No: G2040SH - SHADE PEN SHELL MOSAIC 6° D Qty:5 | Part No: M1834RG - RETAINER RING WHITE 2° D Qty:5 | Part No: M1842FIML - FINIAL MALAGA 88°H X .79° D Qty:1 | Part No: M682CHML - CHAIN MALAGA 3.8MM

We reserve the right to revise the design of components of any product due to parts availability or change in our Listed Mark standards without assuming any obligation or liability to modify any products previously manufactured and without notice. This literature depicts a product DESIGN that is the SOLE and EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY of Quoizel Lighting Inc. In compliance with U.S COPYRIGHT and PATENT requirements, notification is hereby presented in this form that this literature, or the product it depicts, is NOT to be copied, altered or used in any manner without the express written consent of, or contrary to the best interests of Quoizel Inc. –03/31/2013
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